ABSTRACT. Let A C C¡>(X) be a function algebra and let (ibea Borel measure on X and H2(fi) -A-the closure in L2(fi). It turns out that the spectral inclusion theorem for Toeplitz operators, defined in the above context, implies the density of finite sums J"V |u¿|2, u, € A, in (i) the cone of positive functions in L1(ß), (ii) the cone of positive functions in Lp{¡x), p < 2, if p{X) < oo, (iii) the cone of positive functions in C(X), if X is compact.
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let A C C&(X) be a function algebra on X, here Cb(X) stands for the algebra of all continuous and bounded functions on X. Suppose we are given a positive Borel measure ¡j, on X such that A C L2{ß). Denote by H2((jl) the closure of A in L2{p). For tp G L°°(fi) the Toeplitz operator Tv is defined by Tipf = P{<p-f), /G772(/z),
where P is the orthogonal projection from L2(ß) onto H2(ß).
In our previous papers [3, 4] we have noticed, for a class of function algebras, so called spectral inclusion property for Tv,°( T<p) 3 {range^}, where a{Tv) is the spectrum of Tv. Namely we have assumed that X was compact and the set of all finite sums ^ \ui\2, w¿ E A, was dense in the cone of positive and continuous functions on X. We called such A an algebra with generalized approximation in modulus property. In this note we analyse more closely the relationship between spectral inclusion for Toeplitz operators and generalized approximation in modulus property. Let us describe this more precisely. Suppose that for any <p G L §£(/z)-real functions, o-(Tp) D {rangetp}, then the finite sums JZ, \ui\2, w, G A, are dense in L\{ß)-the cone of positive functions in L1(//). In the case n{X) < oo, tp G ¿r(m), q > 2 one can also define an unbounded (densely defined) Toeplitz operator Tv by the analogous formula. Moreover, in this case spectral inclusion a(Tv) D {range <p} implies density of ^2{ |u¿|2, w¿ G A in L+(/¿), 1 < p < 2. If X is compact and <r(T,p) D {range <p} for any finite, Borel measure n > 0, then A has generalized in modulus property. An application of the first above result to harmonic analysis on a class of LCA groups is shown. The connection of the recent notion of the right triples (A, X, //) introduced by A. B. Aleksandrov [1] and generalized in modulus property of A is also given at the end of this note. The above result has an application in harmonic analysis. Let G be a locally compace abelian group with the dual G and let E be a fixed subsemigroup of G. Denote by ß and ß the normalized Haar measures on G and g, respectively. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use COROLLARY. For G,T,,ß,A as above the set of finite sums £3f |6¿|2, 6¿ G A is dense in L\{G).
As we have noticed above, in the case ß(X) < oo one can prove more. Namely we have PROPOSITION 2. If ß{X) < oo and for any tp G Lr(a*), °{Tp) D {ranges}, then the set J2i \ui\2! Ui G A is dense in V+{ß), for all 1 < p < 2.
PROOF. One can repeat the reasoning of Proposition 1. Indeed, since Lp(ß) C Lx{ß) one can assume that the ball B(fo,£o) in Lp(ß) has empty intersection with the set S. By the separation theorem for convex sets there exists go G Lq(ß), p-1 + <7-1 = 1 such that (*) holds. But q > 2, so g G L2(ß) and the proof goes exactly as before. REMARK 1. If we knew that Tv were densely defined for all tp g Ls(ß), 1 < s < 2, then the above proof would work for all 1 < p < oo.
Suppose now that X is compact. It may happen that the spectral inclusion holds for any finite ß > 0. In this case we have PROPOSITION 3. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. Suppose that for any finite Borel measure ß > 0 and <p G L^(ß) <7(T<p) D {ranges}.
Then A has generalized approximation in modulus property.
PROOF. By Proposition 1 we know that for any finite Borel measure ß > 0 any £ > 0 and any / G C+ (X) there exists a finite number of functions u¿ G A such that ||/ -J2i |"t|2||i < £■ Hence the cone of finite sums Yii \ui\2 1S weakly dense in C+(X) and so by Mazur's theorem is also dense in sup norm in C+{X).
We conclude this note with the following REMARK 2. Let X be a compact space and let ß be a positive Borel measure on X. Suppose we are given a function algebra A C C(X). In recent paper A. B. Aleksandrov introduced the following notion: a triple (A, X, ß) is called right if for every positive and continuous function <p there exists a sequence /" G A such that limn |/n| -<p, /¿-almost everywhere, and |/n| < tp, [1] .
He proved that (X, A, ß) is right iff there exists r > 0 such that (+) sup / l/l2 dß>T Í tp2dß feA,\f\<pJ J for every positive tp g C(X). It is clear that this notion depends on the choice of ß. However it may also happen that the above r does not depend on ß. In this case by the proof of Proposition 9 given in [1] one can find a sequence /" G A, \fn\ < tp, limn |/n| = tp, f-a.e., for any Borel measure v on X. Hence |/n| -+ tp weakly in C(X) and so some convex combinations of the |/n|'s tend to tp uniformly in C(X). In this way we see that A has generalized approximating in modulus property if (+) holds with r independent on ß.
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